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Abstract.

Despite the 2008 global financial crisis and recessions in Western developed countries, the developing countries in

global south witnessed structural transformation and growth of their economies doubling from US$ 850 billion to

US$ 9 trillion in 2012. Therefore,  this study seeks to examine modernization ideas adopted by Africa to induce

relative trade growth and investment flow as well as to identify the development strategies used by the global south

to guard against global economic downturn. To accelerate growth, countries in global south strategically replaced

traditional modernization ideas of North-South trade relations with new ideas of intra-south trade partnership and

reciprocity. This new thinking increased the degree of payoffs for African countries in the highly competitive global

market and reduced its overreliance on developed Western countries. Africa’s exports to countries of global south

expanded with growth rate of 24 percent, while trade between developed countries (North-North) declined from 53

percent in 1990s to 34 percent in 2012. With this new thinking guiding Africa trade relations, the rise of the BRIC

nations (Brazil, Russia, India and China) in global south offers opportunities to African countries for specialization,

industrialization, diversification and investment flows. Based on these variables the study shows that south-south

trade cooperation promotes trade-led development in weaker economies of Africa by providing access. China’s non-

reciprocal duty free access and India’s tariff –free access provides access to exports from Africa. Therefore, thestudy

concludes that trade between global south promotes symbiotic trade partnership and serves as sources of growth for

African countries in this era of international market competitiveness. 
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Nature in its infinite authority positioned Africa as the raw material base of global capitalism. The world capitalist

system depends on Africa to create, sustain and consolidate its industrial power and base. In the absence of Africa's

resources, industries of the developed North and of the BRICS nations of the south will compete endlessly for scarce

resources in their region which invariably would produce economic crisis, underdevelopment and political violence.

Hence,  Africa  becomes the bride of  international  capitalism and the backbone of  its  industrial  expansion  and

hegemony.

This strategic position given to Africa by nature triggered off the interest in developed countries of the North for

discovery  of  new sources  of  industrial  raw materials  and  potential  large  markets  for  its  industrial  goods.  The

competition among the developed countries to have access to these resources led to the scramble and partition of

Africa as well as the inate strategy to destroy Africa's  economic systems and stagnate its industrial growth and

development. Therefore, control strategies were developed to contain Africa's expansion in the Euro-centric club of

capitalists. The first strategy was the use of war and conquest  as a control mechanism of colonialism aimed at

stagnating Africa and making it the permanent raw material base of international capitalism. Though this strategy

was very effective but too costly to maintain.

And with the decolonization process of 1950s that marked Africa's resistance to exploitation and political control of

its  vast  resources,  colonialism  becomes  an  expensive  instrument  of  containment.  With  methodological

consciousness, international capitalism changed its instrument of control and adopted a more subtle strategy that

involves the use of ideas to control the African mind and thinking of its governing elites. Then modernization theory

of liberal  ideas provides the institutional mechanism for the control of Africa and its resources. Overtly, the liberal

ideas of modernization theory according to Western scholars would quicken the transition of Africa from a least

developed  country  to  an  industrial  developed  society.  This  idea  was  accepted  by  most  members  of  Africa's

governing elites but opposed by African scholars who see it as continuation of the colonization process. Leading to

conflict  of ideas between the governing elite and the African scholars.  Such acceptance and the crisis of ideas

resulted in development crisis in Africa.

However, during the peroid of post Cold War era that marked the end of alternative development strategies provided

by Soviet socialism, the crisis of ideas was institutionalized in Africa. Due to pressures from international finance
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capital  institutions  like  IMF  and  World  Bank,  liberal  traditions  of  development  was  institutionalized  and

consolidated  in  Africa  through  economic  reforms  driven  by  privatization  and  liberalization  of  policy  of

modernization  theory;  that  provided  a  new roadmap  for  modern  African  development.  The  practice  of  liberal

traditions of  development  led to economic anarchy in Africa  where  forces  of  international  demand and supply

determines  the  economic  growth  and  policies  of  African  nations  driving  Africa  deep  into  the  valley  of

underdevelopment and economic stagnation.

In its bid to restructure its economy and liberate its society from the vagaries of politics of ideas and containment of

the developed countries of the North, modern Africa policy makers moved towards a new idea of South-South trade

and economic partnership.  With the emergence of the BRICS nations in the south, Africa's  economy witnessed

tremendous growth and expansion. Therefore. this paper seeks to analyse the application of modernization ideas in

Africa and the extent to which the South-South economic partnership has improved Africa's participation in global

economy and as an emerging actor in the game international capitalism.

Understanding the Applicability of Modernization Ideas in Africa.

Modernization idea is an economic theory that is rooted in capitalism which incorporates the full spectrum of the

transition and drastic transformation that a traditional society needs in order to become a modern industrial society

(Hussain, 1981:23). Accordingly, modernization involve policies intended to raise the standard of living of the poor

through a process of disseminating knowledge and information about more efficient techniques of production. Thus,

modernization is an idea dominated by liberal tradition that envisions the development of free market democracies

similar to those of Canada, Europe, Japan, and the United States.

In the 1950s, liberal scholars from the North turned modernization idea into a movement, insisting that developing

and underdeveloped countries in the global south can only develop if and only when they travel along the same path

of  political  and  economic  development  already  experienced  by  the  developed  countries  of  the  North.  The

applicability of this idea in the global south particularly in Africa clearly demonstrates that there is a historical

context in the systematic  implementation of  this  idea.  The historical  context marked  the strategic  struggle  and
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scramble by European scholars and government to dominate Africa politics and economy with liberal ideas and

tradition. Such hegemonic domination of the Africa is necessarily important  in consolidating and sustaining the

development needs and patterns of the developed countries of the north which depend on the resources and raw

material potentials of sub-saharan Africa to sustain their development and economic growth. To this effect we shall

look at the historical context of modernization idea during the Cold War period.

The Historical Context of Modernization Ideas During Post Cold War Era.

Having  conquered  and  controlled  African  economy  without  the  use  of  guns,  the  modernization  theorists  and

strategists began to develop new tactics on how to influence and control African politics and political system. The

essence was to re-colonize Africa not through territorial conquest but the colonization of the minds and hearts of

Africans  through the mechanism of strategic  hegemonic  imposition of  ideas.  This new form of colonization is

anchored on the use of knowledge and ideas to control the minds of Africans, which will result in the colonization of

African territories without the use of war. To achieve this goal, there is need to project liberal political ideas into

Africa, which will serve as an ideological sub-structure for the transplanting of Western political values into the

continent.

To achieve the political conquest of Africa through the strategic and tacit imposition of ideas, the modernization

strategists employed the use of IMF, World Bank and similar  Berreton Woods international finance institutions.

These institutions have wielded enormous power and influence in Africa during the 1980s, and their influence was

intensified in the 1990s, with collapse of Soviet Union and global socialism which have offered the only significant

alternative source of development assistance outside the Western powers. So, with the end of Cold War Socialism

ceased to exist as a model of development, and capitalism or liberalism rises to become the unipolar determinant

model of development available to Africa and Africans.

In essence, the decline and fragmentation of the Soviet Union strengthened the international financial monopoly of

the Western powers that control institutions such as IMF and World Bank. This left African leaders with little or no

bargaining leverage when Western offers of foreign assistance and loans were accompanied by increasingly strident
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political demands or economic conditions for the restructuring of their domestic economies (Schraeder, 2004:334-

336). These strident liberal political demands were aimed at increasing Africa's political dependency on the North as

well as to perpetuate the continued exploitation of Africa by the industrialized capitalist countries.

As aptly captured in their study, "Between Liberalization and Oppression: The Politics of Structural Adjustment in

Africa", Thandika Mkandawire and Adebayo Olukoshi (1995) insist that the foreign impositions of Western political

values in what is commonly called "structural adjustment programme" runs counter to the legitimate needs of socio-

political forces and therefore corrupts true efforts by African states at creating responsive political ideas to boost and

consolidate democracy in most African countries. So, with the collapse of single regimes throughout Eastern Europe

and Soviet Union, the stage was set for the dismantling of African political system and its replacement with neo-

liberal political values and institutions of the developed countries of the North.

However,  in  the  1990s,  African  pro-democracy  and  modernist  activists  sparked  a  liberal  wave  of  democratic

transition in all regions of African continent in order to consolidate the tenets of modernization theory in the political

structure of African society. African socialist leaders could no longer successfully ally themselves ideologically with

the Soviet Union in exchange for protection against exploitation and impositions from the capitalist industrialized

nations. The Soviet Union had ceased to exist and the new Russian regime was preoccupied with domestic economic

restructuring and hence withdrew from African politics, leaving Africa at the whims and caprices of the capitalist

nations.

Therefore, the international capitalists began the process of re-colonization of Africa through the instrumentality of

modernization  theory  and  liberal  political  ideas.  The  IMF  and  World  Bank  included  this  new  strategy  in  the

conditions given to Africa states before they can have access to loans or grants. The new conditions included the

liberalization  of  African  political  systems  through  the  acceptance  and  adoption  of  Western  styled  political

institutions and practices. 

The  reason  for  this  new condition  was  that  bad  leadership  and  governance  are  the  remote  causes  of  Africa's

underdevelopment and economic woes.Therefore,  IMF and World Bank insisted that the future flow of Western
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finance capital into Africa will depend on the liberalization of their respective political systems. Therefore, good

governance and democracy becomes one of the strident conditions for accessing Western capitals and investment. 

Good governance, creation of transparent,  accountable and efficient  political system patterned after those in the

north is seen as the most potent tool for the transition of Africa from 'primitive governance' to modern democracy

that  will  facilitate  quick development  of  African  society.  Africa  needs  to move from dictatorial  leadership that

promotes corruption and underdevelopment to a more democratic  system that  encourages good governance and

probity. This transitional political process result in the glorification of liberal  values and practices over socialist

ideologies. Hence, modernization theory and strategies is now domesticated in Africa by IMF and World Bank as the

only way, means  or tool for the development of Africa. Therefore, with the institutionalization of modernization

theory in Africa, the scramble for Africa ended and the re-colonization process completed.

Consequencies of Modernization Ideas on African Development.

Modernization  theory  highlights  the  causes  of  African  underdevelopment  and  proposes  ways  for  strategically

positioning Africa in the world capitalist  system through the establishment of strong institutions,  culture,  Euro-

centric development values and technology transfer. But the hopes, expectations and desires that made the idea fly,

are now exhausted as its development options have given rise to intellectual delusion, disappointment, failures and

structural violence in Africa. So, the historical conditions which catapulted the idea into prominence have vanished

as  its  implementation  in  Africa  shows  cracks  in  African  economic  system  with  a  steady  crumbling  of  its

development policies and initiatives.

Therefore,  the  crumble  of  such  development  initiatives  stimulate  the  growing  gap  between  developed  and

developing countries. This gap has led to constant capital influx from developed countries of the North to those in

the south including Africa. Under the covert interest of helping developing countries overcome their problems and

reduce  the gap,  the modernization idea has produced more variables  of underdevelopment  and less options for

diversification of Africa's economic substructure. 
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Thus, several decades after the institutionalizing of modernization ideas in Africa, the continent has remained largely

underdeveloped  regardless  of  its  huge  natural  and  human resources  resulting  in  high  poverty  rate,  corruption,

unemployment,  insecurity and avoidable terrorism. Therefore,  the aim of this paper is to examine the historical

consequences  of  modernization  ideas  in  Africa  and  its  relationship  to  the  concept  of  underdevelopment.  Also,

emphasis will be given to diverse problems Africa has encountered in the institutionalization of the values of  neo

modernization as contained in the Structural Adjustment Programme implemented by the International Monetary

Fund {IMF} and World Bank.

However, to understand the exact problems and the dynamic rationalization principles of modernization theory, it is

pertinent  to  understand  the history and  politics  of  the  concept  "underdevelopment"  which has  triggered  off  an

ideological race for the development of underdevelopment in Africa and the hegemonic struggle for the control of

Africa's  resources  through  the  instrumentality  of  ideas  and  theories.  The  scramble  for  Africa  has  led  to  the

postulation of several theories of development intended to coerce Africa into the  Eurocentric international capitalist

system, not with the coercive instruments of gun but through  the subtle tools of ideas, concepts and theories.

With regard to the the history of the concept 'underdevelopment' and its ascendency as a dominant idea for assessing

Africa's struggles for self-relinance, the concept has become the cornerstone of development literature for African

states. However, the first person to the use the word 'development' was Wilfred Benson, a former member of the

secretariat of the International Labour Organisation. In his writing on economic basis for peace (1942), he used the

word describe the underdeveloped areas.  Wilfred's idea was not widely known until president Truman applied it in

his speech the very day he took office as the 33rd president of United States. In his speech he asserts that ' we must

embark  on a bold new programme for  making the benefits  of  our scientific  advances  and industrial   progress

available  for  the  improvement  and  growth  of  underdeveloped  areas'.   With  Truman's  ideas,  the  concept

underdevelopment led to the division of the world into developed and underdeveloped countries; North and South or

periphery and core states. 
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As the international capitalist system became increasingly polarized, the race to produce a hegemonic idea that will

define this polarization began. In early 1950s, a new wave of academic exploration started as European scholars

developed  an  intellectual  blueprint  for  understanding  the  development  of  Africa,  which  became  known  as

modernization  theory.  Building  on  the  disciplines  of  economics,  psychology,  sociology  and  political  science,

modernization  theory  was  promoted  by  Western  scholars,  IMF  and  World  Bank  as  the  only  key  to  Africa's

development as well as the only chanel for technology transfer to Africa.

The economic dimension of modernization theory draws on the theories of economists such as Walt W. Rostow. In

his book, The Stages of Economic Growth:Non-communist Manifesto (1960), Rostow argue that all countries evolve

through the same stages of growth as leaders seek to transform backward agriculturally based societies into modern

industrial societies as contained in the Truman's doctrine of development (Schraeder, 2004:302-305).

Rostow outlines an optimistic scenario for potential African states willing to follow the most accessible model for

swift transition from a backward society to an expected industrial society. In his book he posits that five stages are

required for the the economic development of all societies to transcend from underdevelopment to development. The

Rostowian theory identifies the stages as follows:

i. Primitive society: The stage characterized by subsistence farming and barter trade.
ii. Preparation for take-off:  The characteristics of the stage are: specialization, production of surplus goods

and trade.  Transport  infrastructure  is  developed to support  trade and the stage encourages savings and

investment.
iii. Take-off: The take-off stage signifies a process where industrialization increases and the economy switches

from agriculture to manufacturing.
iv. Drive to maturity: At this stage there is less reliance on imports as there is increased need to diversify the

economy into new areas.
v. Period of mass consumption: At this final stage, the diversified economy stimulates mass production, with

the service sector becoming increasingly dominating.

With the above scheme, The Rowtowian modernity theory posits that development is a multidimensional process

that requires nations to achieve industrial development at different pace depending on the capacity to adapt the
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necessary development values that will move them to the level of advancement. These values are intrinsically euro-

centric in nature and place the development of Africa to the unilateral responsibility of the Western nations. This

implies that Sub-Saharan Africa's development lagged behind because of its failure to adapt Europeans culture of

development. This was the dominant idea in the 1950s that made African states to embrace the modernization theory

and allowed it to form the structural  foundation of its investment flow as well as the overt catalyst  that drives

African economy. 

But in the words of Walter Rodney (1972) the above view held by Africa's policy makers who are custodians of

modernity in Africa is not only malicious and misdirected but clearly demonstrates that the misrepresentation and

misinterpretation of African history of economic development. Most modernists argue that Africa has no history of

economic development and that African economy and development model was initiated and developed by Europe,

therefore Africa ought to adapt the Rowtowian model as a roadmap for its quest to transit from agrarian economy to

an industrial society.

Therefore,  Rodney in book,  'How Europe Underdeveloped  Africa'  insists  that  Africa  has  a  recorded  history of

economic development and does not require Rowtow's modernization ideas.  According to him empires of Mali,

Songhay, Zulu and the kingdom of Dahomey had well developed economic system. Samir (1987) accepted Rodney's

(1970) assertion and goes further to argue that African economies had advanced technology and techniques. That

even  before  Africa's  first  encounter  with  European  development  ideas,  Africa  had  already  founded  its  path  to

development.

However,  the  arrival  of  Europe  in  Africa  distorted  African  development  patterns  and  forcibly  imposed  a  new

development model that conflicts with Africa technology, methods and economy. Through the strategic instrument

of colonialism Europe destroyed African development patterns and replaced it with modernization a idea that is

based on the assumption that Africa is the white man's burden. Therefore, Africa was classified as a dark continent,

which needed to be enlightened through modernization process that will transform Africa from being a burden to

becoming self-reliant.
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To achieve this purpose, the West through the instrumentality of modernization ideas convinced Africa leaders and

policy makers to see their presence in Africa as a voluntary responsibility to civilize Africa. Such responsibility also

involves developing Africa along a new development course. For this reason, they insist that African states have to

pass through the structural-functional mechanism of modernization ideas, processes and procedures. Therefore, this

paper will now look at the comparative disadvantage of this development policy in Sub-Saharan Africa which has

been characterized by poverty in the midst of resource plenty and availability.

In  order  to  unlock  African  economies  from  the  shackles  of  underdevelopment,  scholars  from  Latin  America

developed a new theoretical course of action to expose the flaws in the writings of key modernization theorists like

Walter Rostow, W.A.Lewis, Talcott Parsons and Daniel Lerner, whose theories influenced African states to look to

the Western model of modernity and patterns as the only development vehicle needed to transit from the colonially

designed traditional society to modern society similar to European model. Their criticism and new ideas for African

development  is  structured  into  a  new  development  initiative  known  as  dependency  theory.  The  new  idea  of

dependency is based on the central assumption that the underdevelopment of Africa is externally induced because

the  core  nations  exploited  the  raw  materials  of  the  periphery  nations  to  create  and  sustain  their  economic

substructure.

Some of the proponents of the dependency ideas and theory are Raul Prebish, Theotonio dos Santos, Paul Baran,

Andre Gunder Frank, Fernando Cardoso, Walter Rodney and Samir Amin. They based their theory on the premise

that  the  core  nations  make  large  profits  on  the  manufactured  goods  produced  from  raw  materials,  while  the

periphery nations make very low profits on materials exported (Sorensen, 2001:2-3). Therefore, the more the core

nations modernize and industrialize the more the periphery states underdeveloped and stagnate. This is because the

modernization idea and process is designed on the principles of parasitic relationship which provides the framework

for the conscription of African states into exploitative international capitalist system basically to serve the needs of

the core nations. 
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To this end, the periphery nations of Africa in their quest to modernize, abandoned their traditional development

ideas  that  made  Mali  and  Songhay  empires  the  most  powerful  economic  actors  and  latch  on  to  the  new

modernization idea that  stunted their industrial  advancement  and economic growth.  Traditional  African  nations'

economies had advanced technological methods of food preservation and were composed of professional farmers,

artists, weavers, sculptor and experts in naturopathy medicine. But with the introduction of modernity ideas, Africa

abandoned its technology and advanced economic system for modern capitalist  model which has brought  more

development contradictions and culture conflict than the much anticipated technology transfer and industrialization.

These  contradictions  experienced  by  Africa  in  the  world  capitalist  system  is  at  variance  with  the  persuasive

arguments of modernization theory that the relationship between the traditional and the modern societies would

culminate into mutual benefits and gains which will bring about speedy transition of Africa to an industrial society.

Contrary to this assumption the neo-liberal reforms of modernization theory according to Greig, Hulme and Turner

(2007) has led to the underdevelopment of Africa and Latin America.  So, the core-periphery relationship in the

world  capitalist  system  has  negative  repercussion  on  the  periphery  states  of  Africa  and  has  resulted  to  the

development of underdevelopment because a certain number of nations in Africa have their economy controlled and

conditioned by the core states in their quest for industrialization and dominance of the global capitalist system.

In his classical piece titled 'The Development of Underdevelopment', Andre Gunder Frank (1970) argues that the

underdevelopment  of  undeveloped  countries  or  some  states  in  Africa  is  a  ramification  of  the  unequal  and

unfavorable conditions they found themselves in the world capitalist system. Frank's theoretical assertions will help

us understand why African nations are poor and underdeveloped. He argues that the covert reason why African

states in Third World bloc are poor is not because of the traditional values and attitudes of individual states but in

exploring the roles they perform in the world capitalist system. African states play a passive dependency role while

the core states play a monopolistic role which inspires West Europe not only to limit the entering of new players into

the world capitalist system but also regulate the growth of African economy through neo-liberal economic reforms

of modernization theory.
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Thus,  the  African  economy  under  the  guise  of  passing  through  development  process  of  modernization,  is

strategically  regulated  and  stagnated  through  neo-liberal  economic  reforms.  To this  end  we  will  use  Matunhu

(2011:65-72) critical  assessment of the implementation of modernization theory to explain the consequences of

modernization theory in Africa.It is pertinent to note that the form and strategies of modernization theory in Africa

changes as the ideological  views of the developed world changes.  Hence, Africa's  development depends on the

vagaries  of  European  definition  and  conceptualization  of  modernity  or  the  variables  that  make  up  the  basic

assumptions of modernization theory.

Modernization theory forms the nucleus of modern African economic reforms, poverty eradication programmes and

development agenda. The more Africa states push to eradicate poverty through modernization theoretical process the

more poverty pervades the continent. This is because the theory fails to consider the poor as the centerpiece of its

poverty  reduction  programme  and  initiatives.  By  ignoring  the  participation  and  inclusion  of  the  target  poor,

modernization reforms only succeeds  in  the marginalization of  their  creativity  and  pay-offs.  Thus,  the  poverty

reduction policy becomes a strategy for social and economic exclusion rather than a social relation to shape and

boost the industrialization of Africa.

 This structural weakness was evident in the development strategies of New Partnership for Africa's Development

(NEPAD),  which  was  drafted  in  line  with  the  core  principles  of  modernization  theory  and  sent  to  Africa  for

implementation. This partnership crippled social and economic changes in Africa in favour of the traditional status

quo of core-periphery relations, which is based on deterministic mechanism. This mechanism states that within the

linear model of socio-economic development in Africa, changes are externally initiated and imposed and gives little

or  no  room for  reciprocal  relationship  between  developed  and  developing  nations.  Such  asymmetric  relations

encourages  modernization  theorists,  Western  powers  and  international  finance  institutions  to  prescribe  and

determine the route and dimensions of modern Africa's development. 

According  to  Matunhu's  (2011)  assessment,  Africa  was  a  victim  of  failed  IMF  imposed  economic  structural

adjustment programme (ESAP). The project failed because it was imbued with theoretical tenets of modernization
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and structured in total disregard of the cultural, economic, political and social values of African nations. In other

words, the ESAP modernization process or economic reforms in Africa was a Eurocentric experiment designed to

transform Africa from traditional 'primitive' society to a modern society. But instead of structural transformation,

Africa slided deep into the valley of poverty, terrorism and underdevelopment. Therefore, Eurocentric modernization

of Africa is associated with aid dependency and crisis of development.

Aid becomes the only vehicle for Africa's  transition to development.  Behind every aid given to Africa there is

always a condition attached. These conditions are strategically designed to benefit the metropolitan states more than

the recipient nations in Africa. The politics of aids and its strategies of conditions have given China an edge over

Europe in the exploitation of African resources.  The surplus economic value extracted by Western and Chinese

capitals is exported in form of profit remittances far and above the actual value of aids given to Africa. This is what

Andre  Gunder  Frank  (1967)  described  as  exploitative  relationship  that  encourages  dependency  of  Africa  on

Europe.Through the mechanism of aids, the monopoly capital of China and Europe penetrates and integrates the

economics  of  Africa  into  the  global  capitalist  system  which  according  to  Samir  (1987)  have  created  the

technological gap between Africa and the developed nations as well as introducing a new form of international

division of labour in favour of the West. The West produce manufactured goods for itself and Africa while Africa

produce  raw materials  for  the West and for  its  subsistence sector. Such asymmetric  division of labor provides

leverage for the monopoly of international capital and technology by the West while Africa always hold cap in hand

begging and hoping for technology transfer from the West through the modernization process.

The  monopoly  of  international  capital  and  technology  by  the  West  is  a  product  of  imperialism.  Through

neocolonialism  and  imperialism,  modernization  impoverished  Africa  and  made  the  continent  conditionally

dependent on Europe. This trend in turn led to the depletion of Africa's resources such as oil and minerals which

have made poverty and underdevelopment endemic in Africa.  This is made possible because Africa and African

elites still believe that the power and strength of modernity offers the only option for Africa's development. This is

done  at  the  expense  of  promoting  new  theories  for  Africa's  development  by  Africans  rather  than  relying  on

Eurocentric theories and scholars to dictate to Africa how to develop the continent. Eurocentric theories under the
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guise of modernizing and civilizing Africa simply displace traditional society and fail to recognize the creativity and

initiatives of Africans.

Conclusion

Having given a critical insight into the evolution and application of modernization theory in Sub-Saharan Africa, it

is shown that African development is subject to the vagaries and pressures of politics of ideas. The struggle for the

supremacy of Euro-centric development ideas of the North over the developing countries in Africa, is part of the

tacit scramble for Africa.  As Africa's quest for decolonization intensified, international capitalism introduced the

modernization ideas and reform as a strategy to influence the universal authoritative allocation of Africa resources to

determine who gets what, when and how. The modern allocation of African resources do not follow the traditional

colonial means of war and conquest but a more complex strategy of control through the use of ideas to influence the

mind process and thinking of African governing elites. This created a crisis of ideas in Africa which resulted to crisis

of strategies and policies, making Africa the perpetual producers and exporters of primary products. Industrialization

process was stagnated, and the much desired transition from primitive or traditional society to modern industrial

society becomes more of development  mirage than reality. Unlike the BRICS nations of the global  south who

jettisoned or restructured the modernization theory to reflect their culture of development, African elites rejected its

traditional  culture of  development  and instead always  have  cap-in-hand begging for  Foreign  Direct  Investment

(FDI). It is only a foolish industrialized nation that will transfer its technology to Africa and create another economic

actor  that  will  intensify  the  global  competition  and  reduce  their  access  to  raw  material  resources.  What  the

developed countries do is to balance global economic growth, competition and access in their favour to sustain its

hegemony  of  industry  and  development.  The  content  of  this  balance  strategy  is  institutionalized  in  Africa  as

international  standards which Africa must attained in order  to be industrialized. Hence,  Africa is  caught  in the

cobweb of  economic crisis  and underdevelopment.  Therefore,  we conclude that  Africa's  underdevelopment  is  a

product  of  indecision or  indifference  of  Africa'  governing elites  to  initiate  and develop development  ideas  that

derives its strategies from African culture and technological base.
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